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MAPL is a leading aluminium composite panel manufacturer in India,MAPL is a leading aluminium composite panel manufacturer in India,
embracing innovation with product inventiveness that keeps gettingembracing innovation with product inventiveness that keeps getting
upgraded with the changing requirements. Our aluminium panelupgraded with the changing requirements. Our aluminium panel
products are not only variegated but also possess the quality ofproducts are not only variegated but also possess the quality of
application on a range of surfaces and areas, making them adaptableapplication on a range of surfaces and areas, making them adaptable
and user-friendly. We are in a constant endeavor to engage in R&D ofand user-friendly. We are in a constant endeavor to engage in R&D of
our products. R&D is our mainstay for evolving and growing as theour products. R&D is our mainstay for evolving and growing as the
leading manufacturers of ACP products.MAPL has a state-of-the-artleading manufacturers of ACP products.MAPL has a state-of-the-art
manufacturing facility at Sabarkantha, Gujarat, to produce world classmanufacturing facility at Sabarkantha, Gujarat, to produce world class
ACPs. MAPL is equipped to produce over 6500 Sq. mtr. of ACPsACPs. MAPL is equipped to produce over 6500 Sq. mtr. of ACPs
everyday and is in the process of enhancing the capacity to increaseeveryday and is in the process of enhancing the capacity to increase
production to cater to the overseas market.MAPL is accredited with ISOproduction to cater to the overseas market.MAPL is accredited with ISO
9001-2015 & ISO 14001:2004 certification and also certified by India’s9001-2015 & ISO 14001:2004 certification and also certified by India’s
reputed testing institutions. Our Mission is to ensure that we producereputed testing institutions. Our Mission is to ensure that we produce
benchmarked exterior and interior decorative material acp sheets. Webenchmarked exterior and interior decorative material acp sheets. We
continue to meet the changing needs of our clients with excellentcontinue to meet the changing needs of our clients with excellent
services by our qualified team. Our Vision is to be an undisputedservices by our qualified team. Our Vision is to be an undisputed
market leader in the aluminium elevation industry by providingmarket leader in the aluminium elevation industry by providing
trending exterior and interior building products that enabletrending exterior and interior building products that enable
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architecture creation. We maintain consistent quality by creating valuearchitecture creation. We maintain consistent quality by creating value
propositions for customers and stakeholders.We highly valuepropositions for customers and stakeholders.We highly value
collaboration and the coming together of the whole process and teamcollaboration and the coming together of the whole process and team
in a way that we can achieve progress. Working together successfullyin a way that we can achieve progress. Working together successfully
we have implemented several goals and outcomes with thewe have implemented several goals and outcomes with the
commitment of our people.We manufacture Aluminium compositecommitment of our people.We manufacture Aluminium composite
panel (acp) sheets, partition panel, hpl sheet, fire grade acp, bus bodypanel (acp) sheets, partition panel, hpl sheet, fire grade acp, bus body
acp sheet as well as classic acp sheets with variegated textures,acp sheet as well as classic acp sheets with variegated textures,
designs, colors and range.We are a gift from India to the world.designs, colors and range.We are a gift from India to the world.
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